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Suppose that in a ballot candidate A scores a votes and candidate B scores 6 votes and that 
all the possible voting records are equally probable. Let a, and p, denote the ilumber of votes 
registered for A and B among the first r votes recorded. Let A (A*) denote the, number of 
subscripts r for which the inequalitt (strict inequaiity) a r 2 p& + u (a, > p& + u) holds where 
~12 0 and v are arbitrary real numbers. Simple combinatorial proofs are given for the following 
theorems of which the first two are due to Takdcs [4,5] and the third is new. (1) If ca and b are 
relatively prime, ~1 = a/b and v = 0, then P(d =j)= l/(a + b), i = 1, 2,. . . , 6. p= 
(a - 1)/b 
P(A=j)=l/(a+b),j=O,..., a + 6 - 1. Nso, closed form expressions for #the probabillities 
P(A =a+& and P(A*= a + 6) are given without any restrictions on CC and v special cases of 
which have been derived by Takfics [6] among others, 
Suppose that in a ballot candidate A scores d votes and candidate I$ scores 6 
votes and that all the possible (*,‘“) voting records are equally probable, Denote 
by cy, and & the number of votes registered for A and I3 among the first r votes 
recorded, Let y. a 0 and 1, be arbitrary real numbers, Denote by d f A(a, b, p, U) 
the number of subscripts r for which the inequality 
holds, and by A* = A@, b, F u) the number of subscripts for which the strict 
inequality 
holds, By ballot problems we shall mean the clans of problems concerned with the 
probability digtributionfi of the random variables A and A”’ under various reatric- 
tiong on Q, b, p and v, 
Ballot problems have bean around for a very long time, For an cucellent survey 
of the results obtained in thi8 area from 1874 to 1964 we refer the reader to 
DE:, Barton and CL, Mailsw~ [I]; the articles by L, Tak6cs and 1, Vince in [2] 
give referen to subsequent development8 and also bring out the connectianfi 
between the variaurj ballot problems and the distribution8 of Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov type random variables in non-parametric statMica theory, 
‘The purgaoc of thk paper 18 to provide direct protih for two theorems of 
‘TM&s on the distributions of A and A*, to preBsnt a new theorem on the 
distribution of A, and flnally to give clasod farm cxpresdons for? the prababilitisa 
P(A = u + b) and P{A* = c1+ b) without any restrictions on a, b, p and tic 
213 
IA un begin by stating ?‘akt#cs’ theorems, 
Theorem 2 (Takfics [6]). I/’ p = (a - 1)/b and v = 0, then 
P{ A"' = j) ==A (j=L2,...,u+b), 
His proofs arc based on an ingenious application of some results which he 
obtains on the fIuetuationn of sums of interchangeable random variables, The 
oltcrnatc proofs which follow make use of the hypotheses of the theorems in a 
more transparent way. 
g9-f of Theorem 1. A voting record can be thought of as a sequence of length 
CI + b of A’s and B’s, Associate with each one of the (‘,‘“) records a unique 
santinuous planar path consisting of line segments in the fallawing manner: Start 
fmn the origin 0 (O,O)and,atthe(k+l)thstep, k=O,L.,u+&-l,goina 
straight line from the positian (k, y(k)) at the kth step to (k + 1, y(k) + 1) if the 
(k + l)th entry in the record is an A, or to (k + 1, y(k)-CL) if the (k + 1)th entry is 
a B, Call the points (i, y(i)), i = 1,2, , , l , u + b, the nodes of the path. It is clear 
that in each such associated path, y(a + b) = 0. Also, as an immediate consequ- 
cncc of the fact that a and b are relatively prime and p = a/b, we see that no two 
nodes of any path will have the same y - co-ordinate. 
The value of A for a given voting record will equal j if and only if there are 
ex&ly j nodes on or above the x-axis in its associated path; denoting by Cj the 
collection of’ paths with this property, our theorem will therefore be proved if we 
show that Ci is equinumerous with C;.__ l for j = 2, 3, . . . , Q + 6. We shall now do 
this by constructing a biunique transformation from Ci onto Cj-1, 
For a path in Cj let I denote its initial part from 0 to the first (from left to right) 
node, nl say, which is above the x-axis, and let F denote the following part from 
n, to the lirzt node, n2 say, to the right of n1 which is below n,. Cotlstruct a new 
path by interchanging I and F and leavmg the rest of the original path intact, that 
is, by connecting n, to 0 and 0 to n2. It is easily verified that the transformed path 
belongs to C- 1. 
The’ above transformation is uniquely reversible in that if we start from a path 
in Cj- l and follow the procedure of the previous paragraph with the words 
“above” and “below” interchanged, then we end up with the path in Cj which 
gave rise to our path in Ci__ 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Fig. 1 is intended to help fix the ideas 
of our proof. 
Fig, 1. Far ~1= 2, b = 3, k = 2/3, a path in C4 (top) and the corresponding path in CJ (bottom), 
Proof of Theorem 2. Use the same path representation as in the previous proof. 
Note that in the present case, for every path, y(,a + 6) = 1. Let CT denote the 
collection OF paths with exactly j nodes above the x-axis for j = 1, 2, . . . , a + 6. 
For a path in CT, j = 2, 3,. . . , a + b, let Z* denote the part from 0 to the first 
node, nT say, which is above the x -axis, and let F* be the part from nT to the 
first node to the right of n T, n$ say, whose y-coordinate is less than or equal to 
that of nr . Interchange Z* and F* to get a unique path in CF 1. 
The above transformation can be shown to be uniquely reversible, thus com- 
pleting the proof of Theorem 2. See Fig. 2. 
The following theorem which is new can be proved using the same technique as 
in the previous two theorems. Let us skip the proof. 
Theorem 3. rf p = (a + 1)/6 and v = 0, then 
E’(d = j} =--& (j=Oy 1,. . .,a+b-1). 
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